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1: The 8 Best Free Photo and Image Editing Apps on iPhone
Snapseed is one of the most popular iPhone photo editing apps. It's easy to use, but at the same time offers a powerful
collection of tools. This app has a great set of basic photo editing tools, such as exposure, color, sharpening and
cropping. You can also make selective adjustments and remove unwanted objects.

Some apps give you granular control over the entire editing process, whereas others take all your media files
and magically transform them into brilliant montages worth sharing. The cog-shaped icon at the top right
reveals further options to let you add filters, change the video theme, and it even has sliders to add fade in and
out efffects. That said, it has been neglected for a while and could do with a refresh. The app then lets you
choose a soundtrack or add a track from your iTunes library. It has a vast selection of tunes neatly arranged in
13 genres including Pop, Rock, and Reggae. On the following screen, you can change your background color,
transition, photo duration, and so on. Of these, Edit Video reveals a wide range of nuanced editing tools. You
can trim your file, add filters, change playback speed, add text, and change your volume. The Audio editing
tab has options to trim your music, download effects, or add a narration. Quik Free This is another stellar app
developed by GoPro. Using the musical note icon at the bottom left, you can change the music or add a track
from your device. The play icon lets you shuffle your videos and see them as a sequence. Click Save to
download the edited file or share it using social networks. These include options to edit the clip, remove it,
duplicate it, and add different transition effects. Videorama has two drawbacks. To unlock the high-resolution
p version of it, you have to rate the app. Downloading relevant photos, videos, and sound effects can really
enhance your final edit. You can also modify playback speed and duplicate clips on your timeline. This is
useful if you want to use different sections from each clip. But it also offers high-quality software and apps
that are free. Here are the top five Adobe tools that are all free. Adobe have created a well-rounded video
editing app by using the same concepts that made it a photo editing leader. Like Quik, you feed in your data
and preferences, and the app does all the heavy lifting editing for you. After importing your media files, select
an appropriate genre Sports, Dance, Storyteller, Memories, etc. Finally, add a movie title and specify your
total video time limit. Mind you, if you just want to quickly touch up your videos, you can use the media file
swiss-knife, Google Photos How to Use Google Photos as the Perfect Vacation Companion How to Use
Google Photos as the Perfect Vacation Companion Holidays are a time to remember, where you capture
memories that you want to cherish forever. Using Google Photos will ensure that your favorite moments are
saved for a long time to come Read More , which has some useful editing tools. Which of these apps have
made video editing easier for you? Let us know by posting your feedback in the Comments section below.
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2: Best Video Editing Apps for iPhone and iPad - Edition
All in all, the app is definitely one of the best ways to edit videos on your iPhone, and you should definitely check it out.
Download iMovie from the App Store (Free with newer iPhones, $) 2.

Or maybe you just want to share part of a video with your friends and family. With the Photos app, you can
change the start and stop time to make your video shorter. Move the sliders on both sides of the video timeline
to change the start and stop times. To preview your video, tap. Tap Done, then tap Save as New Clip. Photos
on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch saves your edits as a new video so that you can use the long or short
version whenever you like. On your Mac Open the Photos app and double-click the video that you want to
edit. Move the yellow sliders on both sides of the video timeline to change the start and stop times. To preview
your video, click. Customize your slo-mo video After you record with the slo-mo camera mode , you can edit
which part of your movie plays with the slow motion effect. On your Mac, just hover over the video. Then use
the vertical white lines in the video timeline to set when slo-mo begins and ends. Use third-party apps You can
also download third-party apps on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch to edit your videos further. Or install
third-party photo editing extensions on your Mac to use alongside the built-in tools in Photos. Do more with
Photos If you have a 4K video, learn how to edit it with iMovie. Store your photos and videos in iCloud
Photos so that you can access them everywhere you go. Keep your collection organized in the Photos app.
Information about products not manufactured by Apple, or independent websites not controlled or tested by
Apple, is provided without recommendation or endorsement. Apple assumes no responsibility with regard to
the selection, performance, or use of third-party websites or products. Apple makes no representations
regarding third-party website accuracy or reliability. Risks are inherent in the use of the Internet. Contact the
vendor for additional information. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Fri Sep 28
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3: 10 best video editing apps for iPad and iPhone! - DGiT
On a list of the best iPhone editing apps, this app is the best of the best, and ironically, the product comes from none
other than Google. Figures. The reason why this photo editing app is right at the top of the list is due to its price-tag.

The Best 10 best video editing apps for iPad and iPhone! Video editing is best done on a computer, where you
have more resources and stronger components. However, those looking to edit video on their phone or tablet
are in luck because it is possible! Here â€¦ By Joe Hindy Mayâ€”02â€” Here â€¦ Video editing is one of the
most difficult tasks for a computer. Thus, most software companies stay on computers for their video editing
apps. However, there are some basic video editing tools that do work fairly well. Those looking for some
excellent video editing apps on Android can click here! YouTube creators are all over the place. There are
capable apps on most platforms. We recommend â€¦ 5 best video editors for Mac 5 best video editors for Mac
Mac is a popular platform for creative people. It has a lot of decent apps for such things. However, that also
makes it difficult to choose â€¦ Adobe Premiere Clip Price: It does some really basic stuff like cutting,
cropping, clipping, adding some effects, and even some audio controls. It also has integration for Adobe
Creative Cloud and some other Adobe apps like the mobile Lightroom app. This is definitely okay for some
basic stuff and those with Adobe Creative Cloud subscriptions may find it useful. There are better options,
though. The first is the classic iMovie app. Clips adds things like filters, text, music, emoji, etc to already
existing video clips. Neither of these are professional quality video editors. However, iMovie gets the job done
for that quick video you want to make for social media while Clips can dress up a video clip with some fun
stuff as well. This is one of the few that boast a more professional set of tools. That includes support for 4K
videos on some devices , advanced settings like compression rate, video grading, chroma key support for you
green screen people out there , text overlays, and more. In our testing, the UI is easy enough, though it will
take some time to learn how everything works. The app does require a subscription for all of the features. This
one comes a little closer to what one would expect from a video editor. It includes three audio and video tracks
for multi-clip editing, 4K support, dozens of effects including chroma keying , layer effects, slow motion and
fast motion support, audio effects, and even a small royalty-free audio library. However, that is single
purchase. There are no subscriptions with this one. Instead, it adds things like effects. The app also features
color correction, distortion filters, customizable presets, support for fast and slow motion and fps , and even
some super basic animation tools. This is well suited for social media posts and similar cases. Those looking
for something professional may need to go elsewhere. Its an OS for productivity, servers, and getting work
done. However, there is actually a decent selection of video editors for Linux. The list is missing â€¦ 5 best
video editors for PC 5 best video editors for PC Video editing is one of the most complicated tasks on any
machine. It requires audio and video rendering, special effects rendering, and support for tons of file types.
Most people use video editors for simple â€¦ Magisto Price: It automatically makes videos for you. You
choose a style, the various clips and photos that you want included, and then choose music. The app brings it
all together in a short clip with all of those elements. It supports up to 30 photos and 25 minutes of footage.
The app requires a subscription for most of its best features and we think the price is a tad steep for what it
does. However, people seem to really enjoy this one and, honestly, we did too. Both apps are by GoPro, the
camera makers. Splice leans toward the traditional video editing experience. It lets you add music to clips, title
slides, text overlays, and various filters. Quik is similar to Magisto. It automatically generates completely clips
from whatever photos and videos you want. Both apps are entirely free and work well. These are mostly for
social media posts or simple YouTube videos. Professionals may want to look elsewhere. It does this mostly
with customizable filters. It works for dramatically changing something like into a black and white video or
smaller changes to improve the looks. Additionally, it includes a color channels histogram, previews, and
more. There are in-app purchases. However, they are optional tips in case you want to be nice to the
developer. It covers all of the basics, similar to apps like iMovie. You can trip unwanted video footage, add
music, add sound effects, and even change things like saturation brightness, or contrast. Many of the features
are free. However, some do require the pro version. The developers sell tokens for extremely temporary access
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to pro features. On the one hand, it has some decent features, works well, and has a simple UI. The app comes
with support for 4K and was among the first to do so. It also includes almost all of the basic editing features,
some fun stuff like Hollywood style titles and credits, and more. However, its price tag makes it all but
impossible to recommend it to people. You will almost certainly be served well by one of the other nine apps
on this list. Here are some last ditch efforts to keep you here for a bit! What is the best laptop for video editing
and graphic design? We typically see video editing and graphic design work as intensive tasks meant for the
high-end desktop computers. People carry mobile devices at all times. They weigh less than typical cameras
and fit right in your pocket. Many people take many photos with â€¦ If we missed any great video editing apps
for iPhone or iPad, tell us about them in the comments below!
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4: 6 Best Free Video Editing Apps for iPhone and iPad
Best Audio Editing Apps For iPhone We have selected some of the best apps for you that have very positive user
ratings, reviews and download rates. So have a look on these and then download the one that you feel more convenient
for you.

So, dive right in to pick out a nice app to start creating cool videos! Dhvanesh Adhiya More often than not, I
create fun-loving videos to share with friends via social networking apps. And I prefer to take the help of the
best video editors for iOS to breeze through the process a bit more comfortably. However, they are good
enough to fill the void and let you make fabulous movies within just a few minutes. What headlines for this
video editor are the expertly crafted themes that can bring life to your movies. With several pro editing tools,
it makes sure you have all the options required to decorate your videos. You can import multiple clips at once
and start editing them. It offers many sound effects to let you give the desired soul to your masterpiece. And
yes, you also have tons of stickers to add some fun element to the movies. Free Sponsored Links 2. So, what
makes it an impressive photo editor? Choose from various available sound effects or add music from your
library. You can also add voice-overs to the videos and make the most of the filters to add the additional
charm to the project. This app works on iPhone only. Sponsored Links Download 3. You get various editing
tools to create stunning movies. It features multiple filters that can instantly transform the look of your videos.
You can adjust background, colors and even orientation to enhance your creativity. It allows you to perfect the
playback speed for stylish slow-motion as well. Sponsored Links The app lets you select transition style and
even allows you to control to control the transition speed. With an extensive collection of free music and
sound effects on offer, you have got plenty to experiment. Oh yes, there are also custom sound effects with the
built-in voice recorder to let you add some personal touch to the movie. You can merge multiple videos into
one and choose from several cool sound effects like animals noises, Vine quotes, explosions, laughter and
more. It also lets you adjust video and audio speed. You will fine-tune brightness, contrast, and saturation.
Type fun-loving text with color and several different fonts. There are a good many filters to adorn your
movies. Moreover, you can record your voice over the video to give it a personal touch. What I like in this
movie-making app is the pretty simple interface and the availability of a wide range of editing tools. That
means you have got a lot of options to give the desired result to your creativity. You can choose from more
than 14 trailer templates with eye-catching graphics. It lets you ideally customize cast names, movie studio
logos, and credits. Check out the super unique themes with matching titles, transitions and music to make your
movies out-of-the-box. It boasts as many as 30 top-quality filters that can add the needed charm to your videos
instantly. With over fonts, you have tons of options to design the text overlays. There are illustration and
labels to add more flair to the movies. Besides, the color-coded timeline view brings about the much-needed
convenience into the play to help you manage the timeline. The app features many video effects to adorn your
movies. There are dozens of transitions such as dissolves, slides, pushes, wipes and more to make the movie
look standout. It has an advanced color correction tool like 5 point level editor. You can add as many
keyframes as you want to animate your effect or color. The support for and fps slo-mo video files and
time-lapse video files makes it a real deal. Furthermore, you can export your videos in several resolutions up
to 4K. You can use this app to create and send a video message quickly. It features a variety of filters that
make your videos look adorable. It also has a great collection of 60 built-in soundtracks. Magisto When it
comes to editing videos with aplomb, Magisto can make a match with the best in the business. The app works
efficiently and applies the advanced video editing techniques like stabilization, facial recognition, video filters,
video effects, and auto video crop to make nice videos. Hence, you can get the awesome result without
spending much time on editing. You can upgrade to this premium and pro version to use Magisto without any
restrictions. With this app, creating music videos is quite straightforward. Thanks to the availability of a wide
range of music tracks like romantic, party, rock, pop and more, you will always have something interesting to
mix. Another notable feature of this app is that it allows you to trim the video frame by frame and lets you
perfectly control the audio. If you want to take the game even further, you can also record your voice over the
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video. Besides, you will enjoy making dubsmash videos and sharing them with your friends. Hopefully, you
have chosen a great movie maker app for your iOS device. Would you mind telling us something about your
pick?
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5: 45 best photo apps and photo editing software | Creative Bloq
The app works efficiently and applies the advanced video editing techniques like stabilization, facial recognition, video
filters, video effects, and auto video crop to make nice videos. Hence, you can get the awesome result without spending
much time on editing.

Customize Your Music How about creating music today? We have lined up the top ten music editor apps for
iPhone and iPad to let you edit and create great music elegantly. Head over to explore them all and pick out a
nice one to make funny custom ringtones or cool music using your iOS device. Dhvanesh Adhiya Whether we
are having a blast at the extreme height of boundless joy or unfortunately stuck deep inside tragedy, most of us
take the kind help of music to cajole, console or caress the ever moody heart. Some of us not just love to listen
to music but also enjoy customizing it. If you belong to this wonderful group, here is your list of best music
editor apps for iPhone and iPad. Loaded with tons of audio effects, tools, and filters, they let you edit
recordings with aplomb. Hokusai Audio Editor Want to edit your favorite tracks to your best liking with the
desired convenience? Simply record or import any song and make it sound just the way you want. You have
many filters and special effects to enhance your audio. With the full undo or redo support, it offers you the
complete freedom to edit the way you want. Free Sponsored Links 2. It features a complete recording studio to
let you make music with optimum ease. The live looks, as well as audio effects, allow you to create fabulous
music in real time. Make the most of the multi-touch gestures to play guitars or drums elegantly. With the
audio unit extension, you can comfortably play, record and even mix third-party instruments. Free Sponsored
Links 3. With it, you can quickly create interview in just three simple steps. To get started, just record
anything you want, set markers wherever needed, use the tools to edit the recording and then share it with your
friends or anyone. The audible scrub allows you to adjust playback position correctly. The app makes it pretty
simple to trim music files. You can also fine-tune your recordings painlessly. The availability of the precise
selection of starting and ending point helps you design your music with the needed command. Moreover, MP3
Cutter has also packed in some cool effects to rev up the quality of your music. Hence, you can give the
desired colors to your songs so that they liven up your party time! Free Sponsored Links 5. TwistedWave
TwistedWave music editor is handy for both professionals and beginners. Just copy and paste your audio and
start editing it to your best liking. It makes editing any audio or music incredibly straightforward. Handy tools
such as, cut, copy and paste enable you to edit your stuff with the desired convenience. Use audio effects to
enhance your music quality. With the help of EQ, you can delay and adjust your audio files. The app lets you
record music, voice, and other audio. You can upload any s supported by iTunes and save them in. It has a
massive library of over fully editable note loops, professionally recorded vocals and audio samples which
allow you to augment the quality of your music. There are 16 free instruments, and you can unlock more
instruments through in-app purchase. Use filters and effects to customize your music. You can add fades and
pitch bends using automation. Beyond editing, you also get the option to upload your song to SoundCloud and
share it as a video, audio file. TonePad TonePad may not boast huge editing tools like some of its most
decorated rivals, but when it comes to letting you edit music with ease, it should do a fair job. To create your
favorite songs, all you have to do is simply touch the screen. With the minimalist user-interface, it makes
music editing pretty simple. There are multiple customization options to let you create awesome music. One of
the notable features of this app is that it keeps the sound quality of your music intact. The app comes with
multiple tools to combine some musical tracks. Moreover, you can add your own voice to the tracks to create
something exciting. There are approximately styles to select. There is jazz, ambient, movie songs, house,
techno, rock, rap, dubstep, drum and bass, hip-hop, and funk. Featuring more than 20 DJ fx and features, it
makes the task of remixing music not only true fun but also easy-going. There is a DJ dedication section to
make your job of djing painless affair. The automatic BPM detection, continuous sync between two tracks, pro
audio FX like echo, flanger are some of its top-notch features. The app has got a variety of tools to let you fine
tune your song. For example, you can trim the unwanted portions, mix music, turn off the volume and also add
sound fx. With over sound fx to choose from, you have got plenty to experiment. You get more than 30
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soundtracks for free. There are also some audio effects to let you enhance the audio quality instantly. Free
Download Tuning outâ€¦ Music is the soul of our life. Good music not only relaxes our stressed nerves but
also infuses positive vibes in our life. Did I miss to include any of your favorite music editors? Do let me
know in the comments below. Connect with us on Facebook , Twitter , and Google Plus. Also, make sure to
give it a try to iGeeksBlog iPhone app on your iDevice.
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6: The best photo editing apps for Android and iOS | TechRadar
Photo editing apps allow you to edit photos on iPhone after you've taken them. With just a few basic editing tools you
can turn an ordinary photo into a stunning masterpiece. With just a few basic editing tools you can turn an ordinary
photo into a stunning masterpiece.

Best Video Editing Software for Beginners Video Tutorial Wondershare Filmora is a versatile and easy-to-use
video editing program to help you touch up your iPhone video instantly. It features intuitive interface,
comprehensive drag-n-drop feature, wide format support, and handy editing tools. With it, you can create
stunning home movies in minutes, hassle-free! Top 10 Best Video Editing Apps for iPhone vlogit is the best
iPhone video editor that lets you add effects, templates, your favorites music and more to your videos. It also
lets you turn your photographs and screenshots into video clips with music and text. Check our top 10 best
video apps for ios below. Please click the images below to download apps 1. FilmoraGo for iOS FilmoraGo
for iOS is an easy-to-use app to take your normal, everyday videos into artist creations that will look like it
cost hundreds of dollars to create. Just choose a video, select an overall theme and design for the video and
add the music you like. It also provides basic video editing functions like trim, filters and transitions. Another
great part is that, it automates your video, allowing you to just pick the best parts that you need and let the app
do the rest. It helps you turn the various video including HD videos you shoot into a gorgeous home movie
with movie themes, titles, transitions and sound effects, etc. And you can also shoot a new video clip inside
the application for better video editing on iPhone. ReelDirector ReelDirector is easy-to-use and enables you do
wonders in the name of creating movies quite easily. Video editing functions such as join clips together, add
titles, add transitions and music to your videos, etc. Recommend choose accessories for your phone to make
your video like a pro 4. It allows you to easily create beautiful short videos right on your phone! The Cameo
video editor lets you combine clips from your Camera Roll to edit, trim and splice in just a few swipes. Add a
professional sheen with high quality video filters, themes and the perfect soundtrack that fits your vibe. One
interesting feature is that, you can shake to assign random filters and songs to your footage. It definitely works
a look if you want to do some fast, simple editing. But for adding interesting filters and soundtracks, Viddy
can be a good option. With a slick interface, it enables you "beautify" your video in a just few clicks. When
the editing is done, you can share your videos with a one-click function to Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and
YouTube.
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7: â€ŽGoogle Docs: Sync, Edit, Share on the App Store
Top 10 Best Video Editing Apps for iPhone vlogit is the best iPhone video editor that lets you add effects, templates,
your favorites music and more to your videos. It also lets you turn your photographs (and screenshots) into video clips
with music and text.

Capture the moment Get the perfect picture with the advanced pixel technology in your iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch. All you have to do is find something beautiful, open the Camera app, and tap the Shutter button.
Sometimes you want to take more than a regular photo. Tap to turn it on or off. Live Photos is on by default;
tap to turn it off. Tired of always taking the pictures and never being in them? Set your device somewhere
sturdy, frame your shot, then tap. Choose a 3 or 10 second countdown, tap the Shutter button, then get into
place and smile. Just tap and hold the shutter button. Burst mode takes multiple photos at once so that you
have a range of photos to choose from. Before you take the photo, pinch anywhere to make the image in the
center of the screen bigger and remove the outside edges. If you want to zoom more than 2x or finely control
the image, touch and hold 1x or 2x to get a slider that lets you zoom all the way to 10x. Find your photos and
videos You can find your entire collection in both the Photos app and the Camera app on your iPhone, iPad, or
iPod touch. Open the Photos app and tap the Photos tab at the bottom of the screen. You can also access your
photos from the Albums tab. Tap All Photos, and your photos and videos appear in chronological order. In the
Camera app, tap the icon of the last picture you took to see it in your Photo Library. Edit your photo in
seconds You can create photo masterpieces right on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. After you take your
photo, open it in the Photos app and tap Edit. Crop and straighten You can drag the corners of the grid tool to
set your own crop, then move the wheel to tilt or straighten your photo. Give your photo a different color
effect, such as Vivid or Dramatic. Or try classic black and white looks like Mono and Silvertone. Learn how to
identify your iPhone model by its model number and other details. Available on iPhone and iPod touch only.
Mon Sep 17
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8: â€ŽPhoto Editor by Aviary on the App Store
Photo-editing capabilities, versatility and ease of use. Ease of use, power, flexibility and fun of collaging tools and other
projects. What Didn't Make the Cut.

I am sure Filmora is an excellent editor for your video marketing. It is very easy to create slideshows through
it. It also features the direct sharing to your social media groups and other platforms which you like most. It
has inbuilt themes which makes easy to create a movie. Just simply add the media files which you want to add
and select a beautiful theme for your movie, and in a few minutes you will get your movie ready to watch and
share through it. Watch the video below and download FilmoraGo to check out what it can do in your iOS
devices now. It lets you carry out some simple video editing tasks and apply a range of different video themes.
ScreenChomp A simple but very useful ipad video editor which enables the recording feature of your iPad
screen and touches. It also has the editing features like video editing software. All you need to do is just
import your media files and get them together arranged and wait for the completion of your movie. A beautiful
and attractive movie will be uploaded to your account on its official site, and you will get a short link to share
to your friends. Perfect Video As its name gives all the knowledge about the app, it is super cool and free iPad
app which is popular for its high quality output file. Yes, it can produce up to X HD movie in different
formats. The slideshow creator is also very interesting and creates lovely slideshows of simple images. You
will love your slideshows created by it and you will be eager to share your movies on your social media
profiles. It features easy to cut and merge videos together with few touches and also gives some effects like
fade in and fade out of a image in slideshow. The best feature of the app is that it gives the add text feature in
between the photos which is really unique. This iPad app is unique in its features and use. The reviews of the
app have got good number of stars and the app is very easy to use with its fully functioned dashboard. It
supports both The tools is really awesome and gives feature to share anywhere on internet thorough one click.
Clipper A Gizmodo Recommended app for iPad and iPhone users which is totally free to use and very easy to
understand. The app can do all the tasks which should be done by a video editor. It is mainly featured with
quick tools to create movie with your iPad photos and videos. Its screen shot gives all the knowledge about the
app and make sure before downloading it try our recommended app also once, which is featured with all the
above given features and characteristics of the apps. The key features of Video Editor for Free app are
trimming, merging and sharing. Note that this is the Ad-supported free iPad video editor app. With more
money, you can also add photos, music, and voiceovers to your video to create unique photo slideshows. This
free iPad video editor let you easily splice together HD photos and videos into a good looking movie for
playing on iPad or sharing online. It provides you with features very close to a full video editing software on
computer, including background music, sound effects, transitions, borders, motion effects, trim video and
audio, voiceover, and much more. In a word, Splice is highly recommended to edit video and make movies on
iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch. Vimeo This is a good news for Vimeo fans, but also sounds good to all video
editing users. Vimeo app for iPad, iPhone and iPod is not only the best way to watch, manage and discover
videos on Vimeo, but also a free video editor app for iPad, iPhone and iPad. With it, you can enhance your
videos easily to upload videos to Vimeo, or save back to your Camera Roll for uploading wherever you wish.
Pinnacle Studio Pinnacle Studio is an advance ipad video editor that comes with many useful tools such as
media organizer, video editor and enhancer, sound effects, voice-over option and social sharing feature. It
allows you to edit your videos, photos and audio files but features a very easy-to-use interface as well.
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9: Top 10 Best Video Editor for iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch
Download Google Docs: Sync, Edit, Share and enjoy it on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. â€ŽCreate, edit, and
collaborate on the go with the Google Docs app. Work together in real time * Share documents with your team * Edit,
comment and add action items in real time * Never lose changes or previous versions of your document with version.

Twitter Advertisement Your iPhone takes beautiful photos , but the right apps can make them even better.
Most photographers accept post-production as a part of their workflow, but a lot of the time our smartphone
images miss out on this important step. Quick edits, JPEGs, and sharing. Your iPhone already comes with an
impressive image editor, built right into the Photos app. Launch it, find a photo, and tap Edit in the top-right
corner of the screen. Here you can crop and rotate your image, apply filters, and adjust a wide variety of
parameters. Rescue the highlights and shadows, adjust exposure and contrast, or convert to black and white.
Photos has its limitations, however. Do you know when you should use one instead of the other? Fear not,
MakeUseOf explains everything! Read More to other apps. Google Snapseed Best for: In the app was updated
to support RAW editing, which makes it probably the best free image editor on the platform. These range from
the basics to perspective shifts, selective coloring, instant HDR, and extensive monochrome filters and
options. The app controls nicely too. Aviary Photo Editor Best for: Hands-off photo editing, instant effects,
filter lovers. It features a ton of instant enhancements for specific scenes like night shots and pictures of food.
Instagram users, tilt-shift effects, filter lovers. If you only want to use the social media app for its editing tools
and filter presets, you can! Enable Airplane Mode on your iPhone before tapping Share, then wait for the
upload to fail. Adobe Photoshop Fix Best for: A select few editing tools and quick fixes. Read More for iPad
Pro. Two standout features are the liquify tool, which allows you to blend and stretch images for subtle or
wacky adjustments, and the defocus mask, which is perfect for faking depth of field in your shots. However, it
has no support for RAW editing. Weird and wonderful transformations. Prisma is an app unlike any other
here. These styles are modeled on great artists like Picasso and Matisse, but also venture into comic book and
futuristic territory. You can adjust the strength of the filter, which is fortunate since the app produces a
mixture of impressive and slightly-off images. Some filters produce images that really look like
computer-generated artwork; others transform images into something weird and wonderful. Prisma has some
of its features locked behind a premium subscription. Lens Distortions Best for: Faking weather effects and
retro lenses. This app is all about emulating the look of fancy glass, weather effects, and lighting. It also
includes some basic photo editing tools, and uses layers to blend various effects together. In addition to lens
distortions, like blurs and flares, the app includes bokeh balls, fog, rain, snow, and shimmering effects. You
can adjust the intensity, position, and scale of the effects as you see fit. RAW capture and editing, filters. To
its credit, the app has improved over the years with better labels on its editing tools and a more straightforward
approach to image editing. Tap on the camera and then change the image format to RAW to capture four times
as much data every time you press the shutter if these 12MB RAW file sizes are anything to go by.
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